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Living on Mars
Can we do it?   Should we do it?



Why Explore Mars
We’ve been exploring Mars with spacecraft for

more than 50 years, and for a century

before that with telescopes

Because Mars is the most Earth-like body

in the solar system, and one that might

support some kind of life

So –

Is (or was) there life on Mars?

Of course there is!   Just Google it!

https://youtu.be/pwipxdQ74pU

https://youtu.be/pwipxdQ74pU


There’s lots of “evidence” for life on Mars

– Just Google it!

Mars Alligator

Reptiles, crustaceans 

and mammals –

a good start

Mars Lizard

(nighttime)

Mars Lizard

(daytime)

Hermit Crab

Another RodentMars Rodent

Horseshoe 

Crab?

Punxsutawney Phil’s cousin predicts 

a long cold and dry spell on Mars
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Published results proving life on Mars!
From that well-known, but

never peer-reviewed,

“scientific” publication

THE
WEEKLY WORLD NEWS

Proof of Life on Mars

Cats romp in solar system’s  biggest 

sandbox

March 22, 2004 

Special Issue

So much litter, so little time!

Opportunity Discovery Image: 

March 15, 2004

But what do they eat?

I know: those Mars rodents!!!
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There’s lots of “evidence” for life on Mars

– Just Google it!

The Face

The Face and Body Monument

Probably won’t pass peer review!

The aliens guarding 

the monument
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Artifacts Suggest More Advanced (?) Lifeforms
(These also won’t pass peer review)

Lost sneaker

At least there’s coffee…

Home of the

McMars Burger

Open 24.5 hours

Plenty of free parking

…and spoons

to stir it

Are these “signs”

of intelligent life

Tiny 

pyramids



Direct “evidence” for advanced life on Mars

past and present
Higher life forms? Yetis?   

Human skulls?

This one is definitely 

a skull

Stone monument? 

Fossil skull? 

Did these two eat the 

McMars Burgers?

A Mars Yeti?
If so, he’s only 4 

inches high!

(Maybe from – or 

going to – the

tiny pyramid)

Yeti skeleton

(Didn’t make it 

to the pyramid)
(In a hurry to get to the

tiny pyramid?)

Another Yeti
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Photoshop and Photo-Misinterpreters Aside
Did Pre-Spacecraft Observations of Mars 

Suggest Life Existed There?

Earliest Telescopic Observations

1610 by Galileo Galilei, inventor of the telescope.

Within a century, distinct albedo features seen

Allowed determining rotation period, axial tilt.

Better Telescopes were Soon Invented
The first crude map of Mars was published in 1841 by

W. Beer and J.H. Madler with refined maps by 1877

(the year Asaph Hall discovered the two moons of Mars)

Huygens 1659 map 

of Mars albedo 

features

Beer and Madler’s 1841 map

But the real fun started with the “Canali” Controversy



Two of the many detailed maps of Mars

produced by Schiaparelli. The one above is

based on 6 apparitions between 1877 and

1888, the one below is from 1890 observations.

Schiaparelli’s “Canali” on Mars

Many maps of Mars were

produced in the late 1800s

by the Italian astronomer

Giovanni Schiaparelli.

He saw, recorded, and

named numerous linear

features he termed canali

(Italian for channel-like).

Pre-Spacecraft Observations: Canals?

Giovanni Schiaparelli.

In his 1892 La planète

Mars astronomer Camille

Flammarion wrote that

“canali” resembled man-

made canals, which an

intelligent race could use

to distribute water across

a dying Martian world. He

suggested they may be

more advanced than we.
Flammarion in his 

Juvisy observatory



Pre-Spacecraft Observations: Canals

In his widely read and translated La Planète

Mars (1892), Flammarion wrote:

[I]t would be wrong to deny that [Mars] could

be inhabited by human species whose

intelligence and methods of action could be far

superior to our own. Neither can we deny that

they could have straightened the original rivers

and built a system of canals with the idea of

producing a planet-wide circulation system.
Artist's impression of martian canals 

from Camille  Flammarion’s

Les Terres du Ciel (1884).

Flammarion's enthusiasm for canals paled

beside that of Percival Lowell 

French astronomer Camille Flammarion

(1842-1925) analyzed > 2,600 drawings of

Mars and published in 1876 a very detailed

map (right), showing two large oceans, 22

lakes, four sea channels and five continents.



Strongly influenced by Schiaparelli’s observations,

Percival Lowell built an observatory in Flagstaff,

AZ to study Mars during the 1894 opportunity.

Convinced the “canali” were canals built by a

“heroic race of intelligent creatures”, he published

books on Mars and its life, which had a great and

lasting influence on the public.

Lowell at his  telescope 

in Flagstaff, AZ

1855-1916

and the Canals of Mars Books: 

1895 

1905 

1908

That Mars is inhabited by 

beings of some sort or other 

we may consider as certain 

as it is uncertain what these 

beings may be.

(Percival Lowell)

Percival Lowell (1855-1916)               Studies of Mars (1894-1909)

Painting by Chesley Bonestell

Pre-Spacecraft Observations: Canals?



Media Help for Lowell’s Ideas on Canals
Book 1898

Strongly influenced

by Lowell’s ideas,

Wells pictured a

drying, dying Mars

of superior beings

gazing hungrily at

Earth for needed

resources.

Sunday Times, August 27, 1911

New York Times, December 9, 1906
New York Times Aug 30, 1907

The New York Times 

liked the idea of 

canals on Mars

New York Times

Oct 9, 1909



Lowell’s theories were contested by Eugene Antoniadi

(invited to France by Flammarion). Using the new 83 cm

(33 in) telescope at the Meudon Observatory, he came to

the conclusion that canals were an optical illusion.

Better observations did caste doubt…

Antoniadi

(Right) Drawings of the Elysium Region. Top: by Schiaparelli

from his 1877 and 1890 observations. Bottom: By Antoniadi from

his own observations (with a superior telescope) in 1909, 1911,

1924 and 1926. (Antoniadi, La Planète Mars).

… but Lowell was unmoved

“Since the theory of intelligent life on the planet was first

enunciated 21 years ago, every new fact discovered has been found to be

accordant with it. Not a single thing has been detected which it does not

explain. This is really a remarkable record for a theory.”

Lowell summarized his views shortly before 

his death on November 12, 1916.

“It has, of course, met the fate of any new idea, which has both the

fortune and the misfortune to be ahead of the times and has risen

above it. New facts have but buttressed the old, while every year adds

to the number of those who have seen the evidence for themselves.”



The bandwagon rolled on…

… helped by newspaper stories…….

Even after 

Lowell’s 

death, 

canal 

builder 

craziness 

continued

….

…and even decades later 

many believed some kind

of life existed on Mars

ERB Barsoom Series

Under the Moons of Mars

(serialized 1912, published as a 

book “A Princess of Mars”

published 1917)

The Gods of Mars (1913)

The Warlord of Mars (1914)

Thuvia, Maid of Mars (1916)

The Chessmen of Mars (1922)

The Master Mind of Mars (1927)

A Fighting Man of Mars (1930)

Swords of Mars (1934)

Synthetic Men of Mars (1939)

Llana of Gathol (1941)

John Carter of Mars (1964, 

stories, after his death)

Edgar Rice Burroughs (1875-1950)

wrote 11 books about “Barsoom” based on 

Lowell’s ideas about Mars and its canals

Edgar Rice Burroughs 

(1875-1950)

……and popular fiction

Burroughs greatly influenced later science fiction writers



Edgar Rice Burroughs inspired many later writers, 

including such well-known authors as

Ray Bradbury, Martian Chronicles (1950)

Robert Heinlein, Green Hills of Earth (1947),

Red Planet (1949), several others

Arthur C. Clarke, Sands of Mars (1951)

These were a few of the many who wrote science fiction about Mars

Mars in Science Fiction Before/After Spacecraft

Ray Bradbury (1920-2012)

Wikipedia lists 72 works before, and 61 after, the 1965 Mariner 4 flyby
16 before 1910

10 in the 1910s and 1920’s (including 6 from Edgar Rice Burroughs)

12 in the 1930s (including 3 from Edgar Rice Burroughs)

10 in the 1940s (including 4 by Heinlein)

23 in the 1950s to early 1960s (including Bradbury’s Martian Chronicles, 

Clarke’s Sands of Mars, and 2 by Asimov)

7 in the late 1960’s and 1970s

8 in the 1980s,

19 in the 1990s

27 in 2000 to present (including The Martian)

1965



Despite the by-then known very thin, dry and oxygen-free atmosphere

Before 1965 Mars was to many a world that

…or their ancient relics, maybe even surviving descendants 

now living in underground or

other protected

environments

of the planet.

giant engineering projects 

on a planet-wide scale…

supported some kind of life, 

at least vegetation, perhaps 

even intelligent life, having 

cities and roads and 



Hubble Space Telescope images of Mars 

during dust-free (left)and dust storm 

(right) times in 2001

Observing Mars from Earth is Challenging

Even the world’s best off-the-ground

telescope (Hubble) does not reveal

much surface detail…

… especially when dust storms occur

To really know Mars, 

you have to get

up close

You need to 

go there

Which did not 

happen until 

1965



Success and Failure in Robotic Mars Exploration

All Participants 1965 to Present

Org Missions* Successes Partial Successes** Failures

NASA 25 19 (0.76) 6 (0.24)

Russia 23 2 (0.09) 7 (0.30) 14 (0.61)

Other 7 3 (0.43) 3 (0.43) 1 (0.14)

All 55 24 (0.44) 10 (0.18) 21 (0.38)

* Combination Orbiters, Landers, Rovers counted separately

** Some data returned but mission goals not accomplished

Spacecraft Exploration of Mars
Since 1965, 55* missions have been flown to Mars by

NASA, Russia (and the former Soviet Union), ESA and now India

44% succeeded, 38% failed, and 18% were partial successes**

NASA’s record is better, and includes many “firsts”.



NASA Robotic Spacecraft Exploring Mars
Flybys Orbiters Landers Rovers

1960-1969 Mariner 4 (1965)

Mariner 6 (1969)

Mariner 7 (1969)

1970-1979 Mariner 9 (1971)

Viking 1 (1976) Viking 1 (1976)

Viking 2 (1976) Viking 2 (1976)

1980-1989

1990-1999 MGS (1997) Pathfinder (1997) Sojourner (1997)

2000-2009 Odyssey (2001) Spirit (2004)

Opportunity (2004)

MRO (2005)

Phoenix (2008)

2010-2019 Curiosity (2012)

MAVEN (2014)

Insight (2018)

2020-2029  Mars 2020 (2020)

MGS = Mars Global Surveyor, MRO = Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter,

MAVEN = Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN Still Working Coming Next

https://youtu.be/pwipxdQ74pU

https://youtu.be/pwipxdQ74pU


Flyby and Orbiter Exploration of Mars

Still Working at Mars Now

Mars Odyssey (NASA) 2001 -
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(NASA)  2005 -
Mars Express (ESA)  2003 -

MAVEN  (NASA) 2014 -
Mangalyaan  (ISRO)  2014 - ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter 

(ESA) 2016 -

Recently Added to the Fleet

Mars Global Surveyor 

(MGS) (1997-2006)

Past Orbiter

Mariner 6, 7 (1969)

Mariner 4 (1965)

Mariner 9 (1971-72)

Viking 1 (1976-80) and

2 (1976-78)

Early Orbiters

Early Flybys
Flybys: Snapshot data on part of the planet providing the

first information on (a) mass, size and bulk density, (b)

existence of a magnetic field, (c) atmospheric (pressure,

composition, temperatures, and (d) surface features, surface

composition and temperatures. But,

Can be misleading (not seeing diversity over the planet)

Orbiters: Global characterization, periodic and episodic

changes of the surface, atmosphere

Can also aid in site selection for future landers and rovers,

track them and provide communications relay capability.
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Mariner 6, 7 (1969)

Mariner 4 (1965)

First successful flyby of Mars 9846 km (6118 miles) 

above the surface on July 15, 1965

Early Flyby Missions: Mariner 4, 6 and 7

22 images of 1% of Mars  showed a cratered, 

Moon-like surface

Atmospheric pressure very low (4.1-7.0 mb)

Daytime temperature = -100 C (-148 F)

No magnetic field or radiation belts detected

Tandem Flyby of Mars ~3430 km (2130 miles) above 

the surface on July 30, Aug 5, 1969

201 images of south polar 

and cratered equator areas

Approach images showed 

20% of the planet’s surface

Even these brief observations settled some basic scientific issues

(e.g., Mars is not a good place to expect canals or canal builders)

(Mars seems more like the Moon than the Earth)

Approach image

Close image

(equatorial)



Orbiters Changed the Picture
(Mars is way more complex than the Moon)

Orbiters provide long duration global characterization and 

repeating views to observe changes over time

The First Orbiters Changed Our View

Mariner 9 (1971) and Viking Orbiters (1976)

found areas on Mars showing more Earth-like

volcanic, tectonic and fluvial processes.

Ancient, now dry, 

river valleys

Largest volcano in 

the solar system
Giant rift canyons

Mariner 9

1971-72

Viking 1 (1976-80) 

and 2 (1976-78)
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What Have Flybys and Orbiters Told Us?

Geologically Mars is “like a Moon trying to become an Earth”

Has ancient craters and basins like the Moon

Also has huge Earth-like volcanic and tectonic features
Mars

Seasonal and episodic changes occur
Seasonal: polar caps, recurrent slope lineae;

Episodic: impacts, avalanches

North 

Pole

South 

Pole

Change in polar caps

MGS found only isolated, localized areas of 

magnetized crust on Mars

Mars no longer has a global magnetic field

But early in its history it did have one strong enough to

magnetize the crust (create crustal anomalies)

Lack of a global field exposes the atmosphere to solar

wind erosion (most lost over Mars history)

Earth

Mars

Outflow channels 

from catastrophic 

flooding by melting 

subsurface ice

Surface has been modified by wind, water

Dust storms occur and dunes migrate

Dust a problem for solar power

Liquid water existed on the surface in the past

Subsurface lakes may exist

Ice is present near the surface
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Hellas

Chryse

Utopia

Argyre

Isidis
Tharsis

Montes

Northern     Lowlands
(Sparsely cratered smooth plains)

Southern          Highlands
(Heavily cratered terrain)

Olympus 

Mons

Valles

Marineris

Elysium

Mons

Reds = High Elevations, Blues = Low Elevations.   Dynamic Range ~ 33 km (+ 25 km to -8 km)

Large Scale Global Geology of Mars
Shown by global topography from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter

Outflow 

channels

Giant rift 

canyons

Large 

impact 

basins

Smaller shield 

volcanoes

Giant 

shield 

volcanoes



Orbiter Evidence for Past Liquid Water on Mars
Features suggestive of shorelines 

and deltas  may  imply an ancient  

shallow northern ocean

Old 

fluvial 

channels 

with 

meanders

Spectral evidence for

evaporite deposits as in

salt flats on the Earth.
The water-formed clay

minerals (green) in a

water-deposited delta

later cut by channels

formed by running water

.
Blocky unit

No distinct spectral

signature

Layered Base Unit
(Olivine)

Phyllosilicate

(clay) Unit

(Water-altered

basalt)

Dry

Wet

Courtesy of S. Murchi, JHU/APL

Olivine
Basalt

Phyllosilicate

Olivine

It is the stratigraphically lower (older) rocks that have

been altered by

water

Tributaries suggest 

ancient rainfall

Outflow channels 

empty into lowlands

Outflow channels 

empty into lowlands

Tear-drop 

islands in 

outflow 

channels



Ice (and Liquid Water?) Below the Surface

Slow neutrons detected by Mars Odyssey are likely

due to hydrogen from buried subsurface water ice.

Present-Day Near-

Surface Hydrogen

(from water).

Blues = H rich areas Credit:

National  Science Foundation

Similar to 2 mi deep Lake Vostok in Antarctica?

160x30 mi wide

Credit: 

ESA/NASA/JPL/A

SI/Univ. Rome; R. 

Orosei et al. 2018

If liquid, likely very salty

The radar anomalous region is 1.5 km (0.9 mi) deep 

and 20 km (12 mi) in length.

July 25, 2018: ESA reported discovery of

a possible subsurface lake of liquid water

below the South Pole ice cap, based on

Mars Express radar data.

“Glacial-like” features (left), including scalloped terrain

in Utopia (middle), suggest water ice below a thin

cover of dust and rock. Extent of the single Utopia ice

deposit would fill Lake Superior (right).

Both polar caps have water ice

below the seasonal CO2 ice.

Estimates of total H2O ice are 11

m depth over the entire planet



Viking 1

(1976)

Spirit

(2004)

Pathfinder/

Sojourner 

(1997)

Curiosity

(2012)

Viking 2

(1976)

Opportunity

(2004)

Phoenix

(2008)

Attempted and Successful Mars Landings

by ESA, Russia and NASA (1971-2018)

Viking 1&2: 1976;  Pathfinder: 1997;  Spirit and Opportunity: 2004;  Phoenix: 2008;  Curiosity: 2012; 

InSight: 2018

Schiaparelli 

(2016)

Polar Lander

(1999)

Mars 3

(1971)

Deep Space 2

(1999)

Mars 6

(1973)

Mars 2

(1971)

Beagle 2

(2003)

Lander

Rover

Failed

InSight

(2018)



Successful Mars Landers and Rovers
Recent and Current Rovers

Mars Exploration Rovers 

Spirit (2004-2010) and 

Opportunity (2004 - 2018)      

Mars Pathfinder 

Sojourner (1997) 

Mars Science Lab Curiosity 

(2012 - )

Three generations of very 

successful Mars rovers

Viking Landers 1 & 2 

1976-1980, 1982

Pathfinder 1997

Mars Scout Phoenix (2007/2008)

InSight 2018-

Past Landers

Currently Operating

Mars Pathfinder Rover Sojourner and the two Mars Exploration Rovers 

Spirit and Opportunity used airbags to cushion  their landing

The Mars Science Lab Curiosity was too large and too heavy for airbags, 

and used a “sky crane” approach for landing.



Mars Exploration Rovers

Further and Longer 
than Planned

Spirit and Opportunity were
designed to rove ~ 600 m

and last about 90 sols

Planned roving distance

(Spirit)

Spirit (2004-2010)
7.7 km (4.8 mi)

mission ended sol 2210

Terrain on the way to 

Columbia Hills

Planned roving distance

(Opportunity)

Opportunity (2004-2018 )
Last operation Sol 5111*

45.16 km (28.06 mi)

Broke roving record

* Operations stopped by dust storm



What Landers and Rovers Have Told Us

About Past Water on Mars

Mars had in the past the ingredients and watery environmental 

conditions that could have supported life

The surface had a complex history of both chemical and physical

interactions with liquid water (MERs, Curiosity)

Sedimentary rocks show multi-stage deposition.

Gale Crater was a lake capable of supporting different 

kinds of microbes (Curiosity)

Conditions varied across the lake, making

possible a variety of microbial life

Multi-layered sedimentary rocks seen

by Spirit (left) and Opportunity

(middle). Right: Ancient streambed

visited by Curiosity.Altered iron-rich minerals,

concretions, and evaporites

indicate water interactions

Both highly acidic and more neutral water

have been present at the surface



Thick 1000 mb N2, O2 atmosphere

Greenhouse warming: 34oC (61oF)

Average surface temp: 15oC (59oF)

Ozone protection from sun’s UV

Average surface material: liquid water

Average surface cover: life

Thin 7 mb CO2 atmosphere

Greenhouse warming: 5oC (23oF)

Average surface temp: -50oC (-76oF)

No Ozone protection from sun’s UV

Average surface material: dry basalt

Average surface cover: dust

Comparing Earth and Mars
as environments for life today

Conditions
on Mars today are

not very supportive
of surface life



Things were very different in the past
before Mars experienced its irreversible

Catastrophic Climate Change (CCC)

Mars was a warmer wetter place

MAVEN and Curiosity have shown the Mars atmosphere was  

much thicker in the past, but was over time lost

to space after the magnetic field died.

A thicker CO2 atmosphere meant warmer surface

temperatures, and liquid water at the surface

as orbiters and landers have shown.

… exposing the atmosphere to solar wind erosion,

stripping away greenhouse gases, and leading over

time to the cold, dry planet that today cannot have

liquid water on its surface.

Mars lost its magnetic field early in its history…



The evidence is very strong for both past (liquid) 

and present-day (at least frozen) water on Mars

Early Mars had the right environment to support life if it was there

Because life is highly adaptive through natural selection and evolution,

it remains possible that any early Mars life would have found a way

to cope with the changing environment, and therefore

may still exist (in protected environments?) today

It was and is worth searching for

Two Orbiter/Lander combinations were 

sent to Mars, arriving in 1976.
Both Orbiters and both Landers performed 

extremely well for several years.

Landers had instruments to search for life in different ways: 

Pyrolitic Release, Labled Release, Gas Exchange.

The Labeled Release Experiment

produced a positive result

Viking Biology 

Experiments

Pyrolitic Release     Labled Release      Gas Exchaznge

The first serious attempt to detect life on another planet 

was done by the Viking (lander) missions



The Labeled Release (LR) experiment on both Viking Landers produced a positive

result for metabolism. On Earth, this would certainly suggest the presence of life.

Did Viking Find Life on Mars in 1976?

Before launch LR was tested on terrestrial soils (from Death

Valley, Antarctica). It always showed positive for life. As a

control, samples were heated to 160 °C to kill all life, and

retested. In each control case the LR result now was negative.

Sterile soils (from the Moon) were used as a test against false

positives.These also produced negative results.

Both landers collected Martian soil, injected them with

a nutrient solution containing radioactive C14, then

monitored the air above for any metabolic by-products

containing the radioactive C14.

Both gave positive results, as did a sample from

under a rock, ruling out UV producing a false positive.

The 160oC control tests always gave a 

negative results (as expected).

Other Viking experiments which initially

seemed to produce positive results were

later explained by highly reactive soil

chemistry. Also, Viking experiments found

no trace of organic material, suggesting to

most investigators an absence of life.

Did the LR actually detect 

metabolizing life on Mars?

The Phoenix Lander found perchlorate in Mars

soil in 2009. This breaks down organic material

when heated to 160oC, as done in the Viking

experiments which had the negative results for

organic material.

In UV light perchlorate

can make hypochlorite,

which could under some

conditions reproduce the

positive LR results. Phoenix Lander (2009)



And:  “Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence.”

But: “Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.”

Viking Results were “Inconclusive”

Perchlorates on Mars could have produced the negative

Viking results for organic material. That means …

… the positive LR result might actually have detected life

on Mars, but the result is not unambiguous.

Evolution of a Search Strategy

Viking tried to test for existing Mars life through detection of a life process

(metabolism) and a search for organic material

With the idea that there may not be extant life on the surface of Mars, the

approach has become (a) determine if habitable environments (ever did)

exist on Mars, and (b) are there biosignatures of past (or present) life?

A Change in Strategy



Evolution of a Search Strategy

The theme for Mars Exploration Rovers 

Spirit and Opportunity and Phoenix

lander was “Follow the Water”

They did, and demonstrated that water

was and is present on Mars, and

that Mars did have in its past

“habitable” environments

The theme for the Curiosity rover is 

“Follow the Carbon”

Search for organic molecules (now found)

and possible biosignatures

Curiosity found new “tough” organic

molecules in 3 BY old sedimentary

rocks near the

surface (top 5

cm) that have

survived for

several billion

years. New sulfur-bearing organic 

molecules found by Curiosity

Repeatable seasonal variations in CH4

abundance indicate there must be a

current Mars source.

Data over 3 Mars years

show methane levels

peak in warm summer

months and decline in

colder winter months.



What do we know about the possibility

of life (and living) on Mars

after 54 years of exploration?

There is no definitive answer yet to the question

“Is (or was) there life on Mars”?

Mars’ environment changed greatly over its history

It went from early “Warm and Wet” to modern “Very Cold and Dry”

Its magnetic field died early, the atmosphere eroded away

It was “habitable” but became very much less so over time

The current Mars environment is not very supportive of life

For either indigenous (Mars) or invasive (Earth) life

https://youtu.be/pwipxdQ74pU

Can we live there?

Can we even go there?

https://youtu.be/pwipxdQ74pU


Is the real goal future human exploration of Mars?

Eventually a permanent human presence?

My original hope was: I could be part of that

My later hope was: I live long enough to see it happen

My current hope is: When we do it, we do it right



There will           come a day...

Like others reaching for the stars,

My boyhood dream:  To walk on Mars!



To hold a rock from that far place,

Across the red-hued dunes to race,

To walk down ancient waterways,

And dream of bygone, warmer days.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-23349496&ei=s3yaVf6uGIW9sAWRsKboDw&bvm=bv.96952980,d.b2w&psig=AFQjCNFcDCe3tLgRuoQtfz3ghuJxm28rzw&ust=1436274009004663
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.vg247.com/2014/03/04/take-on-mars-latest-content-update-expedition-one/&ei=gn2aVcDPAsavsAXD7YmIBQ&bvm=bv.96952980,d.b2w&psig=AFQjCNFcDCe3tLgRuoQtfz3ghuJxm28rzw&ust=1436274009004663
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://mars.nasa.gov/programmissions/science/&ei=CZiaVfrNKYqRsAWq_YKoCg&bvm=bv.96952980,d.b2w&psig=AFQjCNG62mpEdUmE0SFmDyfuZlyMzHPosw&ust=1436274919146338


Okay! So When Can I go?

Two thing happened:

(1) The President cut back the manned space program,

eliminating the last 3 Apollo missions and pushing out indefinitely

any possibility of a manned mission to Mars

(2) In the ensuing 3 decades we learned a lot more about Mars

It’s not an easy place to get to or work on

Summer 1969:

I was in my first year of graduate school.

We watched Neil Armstrong step onto the Moon, and

knew the manned space program was on schedule to

get us to Mars in the next 15 or 20 years.

50 years later, we’re still not ready or able to go

It seemed the timing was perfect:

I would be 37, a great age for astronauts.

I could be the first guy to set foot on the Red Planet.

In fact it’s downright dangerous and risky to try



Your rocket could blow 

up before leaving Earth

Radiation from a solar 

flare causes cancer

You crash on Mars while

trying to land

Low gravity ruins your 

bones and muscles
Your spacesuit or habitat 

develops a leak

Toxins in the Mars soil 

poison you

Your fellow astronauts 

drive you crazy

The top 7 ways a trip to Mars could kill you, illustrated
By Brad Plumer, Brian Resnick, and Javier Zarracina

Updated Feb 24, 2017 

Adapted from Vox, based on an interview with Chris McKay, NASA Ames
https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2016/9/30/13099898/mars-death-risk-illustrated

There are very real and serious risks for humans going to Mars:

getting there, staying alive, and the real possibility of never returning

https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2016/9/30/13099898/mars-death-risk-illustrated


Problems Getting to (& Coming Back from) Mars
Long, Long Missions (2-3 years) (best of times)

Earth-Mars transfer opportunities every 26 months

Lowest E: 9 mo there & back (540 d) + 500 d on Mars

Higher Energy: round trip down to ~450 days,

Serious Medical Issues (2)

Months of Weightlessness and Isolation

Debilitating physical issues (bones, muscle, eyes)

Possible psychological and social problems

Lack of communication, cramped quarters

Many of these issues are being studied in laboratories and simulated habitats and

on the ISS in long-duration missions like that done by Scott Kelly in conjunction with his Earth-bound twin.

Serious Medical Issues (1)
Cosmic Rays and Ionizing Radiation

Round trip dosage > lifetime allowance

Can be significantly higher during solar storms

Higher probability of cancer, DNA damage



Do we have the knowledge today to send humans to Mars, or is technology not yet 

ready to guarantee an astronaut’s safety on a journey to the Red Planet?

“We don’t yet know all the technologies … we will need to send

humans safely to Mars and back.”

We don’t have reliable life support machines needed to keep the

crew alive over such a long voyage (and on Mars itself). Like

keeping a submarine crew safe for 3 years without resurfacing.

Secondly, we don’t know how to land heavy spacecraft on Mars.

Need to land 10, 20 maybe 50 tons, not a 1 ton Curiosity rover.

Lastly, there is the unsolved problem of radiation exposure. NASA

has about 20 years ahead of it to solve this radiation challenge.

I am optimistic we will conquer these challenges, but it may be 2040

before we can reduce the risk to astronauts enough to send the first

expedition there...”

From Smithsonian Air and Space “Ask an Astronaut” (April 25, 2016)

Read more at https://www.airspacemag.com/ask-astronaut/ask-astronaut-do-we-have-knowledge-today-
send-humans-mars-180958897/#lySCUyXFjgZSZ73v.99

When Could We Put Humans on Mars?

https://www.airspacemag.com/ask-astronaut/ask-astronaut-do-we-have-knowledge-today-send-humans-mars-180958897/#lySCUyXFjgZSZ73v.99


Can SpaceX Colonize Mars in the 2020s?
Elon Musk’s Grand Plan to Colonize Mars

Using his BFR – Big Falcon Rocket

2022: 2 BFR cargo vehicles to Mars, confirm water resources, identify

hazards, put in place power, mining and life support infrastructure.

Later 100-passenger Starships will launch to Earth orbit on Super Heavy

rockets, refuel in orbit, and go to Mars. Super Heavy returns to Earth, land,

and flies again.

2024: 4 BFRs (2 cargo, 2 crewed) take first people to Mars. They build a propellant production

plant, landing pads, a solar park, and greenhouses. Regular cargo launches resupply the

people with food, other essentials. [note: 2024 is the drop-dead date for

NASA to put people back on the Moon.]

SpaceX Mars Base Alpha Location Set

The location for Elon Musk’s first Mars Base Alpha has 

been chosen on the boundary between Arcadia Planitia

and Amazonis Planitia, west

of the solar system’s largest

volcano Olympus Mons.

This volcanic area is thought

to contain numerous lava

tubes which could be used

for radiation protection
SpaceX Mars Base Alpha



Can SpaceX Colonize Mars in the 2020s?

Missing in SpaceX presentations are the details of colony infrastructure 

(habitat, power, air and water extraction, food production, etc.).

SpaceX is proposing the Mars

transportation infrastructure to

facilitate colonization (including

fully reusable launch vehicles,

human-rated spacecraft, on-orbit

propellant tankers, and local

production of rocket fuel on

Mars). This is their emphasis.

Colonizing Mars is much more than just transportation
Significant development is needed in many other areas

We are a very long, long way from being able to plunk down a colony

on Mars that will survive, let alone thrive.

No way in the 2020s.



When Could We Put Humans on Mars?

Recent Proclamations by the Current Administration

NASA, November 2018: “25 years, if we can find some way to protect astronauts from the

radiation they will be exposed to and develop the landing and take-off technology needed.”

“By 2040” Chief Scientist Jim Green recently said, based on the current President’s program

(which according to the Vice-President) must put astronauts back on the Moon by 2024!!!)

Mars missions have been proposed since the 1950’s

They usually quote a 10-30 year time for expected success

In the previous Administration, the timeline was “the 2030s”.

We seem to be losing ground….But

Assume humans will visit Mars in the 2040s (2050s?)

Should this lead to a permanent presence there?

No big deal, right? We go, we stay.

Except: this will be orders of magnitude harder than was establishing

permanent bases in Antarctica (often used as a comparison)



Setting up and permanently occupying even a small base on Mars is many orders 

of magnitude more difficult (and expensive) than doing that in Antarctica

Antarctic Stations: Model for Future Mars Base?

Common Characteristics
Periods of almost total darkness

McMurdo: sun doesn’t rise in winter

Mars: global dust storms for months

Large power requirements
McMurdo: diesel generators for heat, light 

(nuclear no longer used)

Mars: Solar could work (except during dust 

storms) but nuclear likely needed

Need to be resupplied on a regular basis
McMurdo: every summer by ship or air, but 

emergencies as needed

Mars: launches only every 26 months. No rush 

orders, no emergency services.

Major Differences
Travel distance

McMurdo: < 6000 miles

Mars: At closest 36 MILLION miles

Travel time
McMurdo: hours to days

Mars: One-way is 6-9 MONTHs

Communication:
McMurdo: seconds to minutes

Mars: minimum 20 minutes

Environment and Resources:
McMurdo: breathable air, readily available water, 

temperatures that require only warm clothing.

Mars: none of these: must isolate from the 

environment and extract oxygen and water from it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McMurdo_Station

US McMurdo Station is the largest community in Antarctica: Population:

1258 summer, 250 winter. Established February 16, 1956 near the site

of a 1902 base camp built by Robert Falcon Scott.

This modern-day science station with a harbor, three airfields (two

seasonal), a heliport and >100 buildings, includes the Albert P. Crary

Science and Engineering Center. Most base personnel provide

infrastructure support (operations, logistics, IT, construction,

maintenance) for (resident and visiting) scientists.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_P._Crary_Science_and_Engineering_Center


Similarities to Earth that 

help with living on Mars

Mars solar day only ~40 min 

longer than Earth’s

Mars surface area ~ equal to 

dry land of the Earth

Mars year (687 days) is

1.88 x Earth’s

Axial tilt (25o) ~  Earth’s (23.5o) 

but seasons~ twice as long

Mars has near-surface water, 

but mostly in the form of ice

Surface materials on Mars are 

similar to those on Earth

Differences from Earth that may affect 

people trying to live on Mars

Mars gravity only 38% Earth’s

Sunlight on Mars’ surface (590 W/m2) ~

half that on Earth (1000 W/m2)

Mars’ atmosphere ultra thin (7 mb vs Earth’s 1000 mb), 

toxic (95% CO2), and does not screen out UV (no O3)

Average temp (-50oC, -58oF) << than Earth (15oC, 59oF)

Very thin atmosphere and small greenhouse effect 

enhances day/night temperature differences

(can be 70oC, 125oF)

Mars more eccentric orbit enhances

seasonal temperature extremes

Mars has little to no surface liquid water

(drier than the driest Earth dessert)

Soil is toxic (high concentrations of chlorine, etc.)

Cosmic rays and solar particles easily reach the surface

Mars has dust storms that sometimes are global

The differences are more 

numerous and more 

extreme than the 

similarities



A staged approach to exploration and colonization
(one place where the Antarctic base example is appropriate)

Early it will be a few 

astronauts at a time 

going to places of high 

scientific interest for 

short stays….

Over time, 

the base 

may grow in 

size and in 

capability…

...to become 

a settlement 

of continual 

occupation

Next a re-useable but 

permanent base will be 

established and 

periodically re-occupied



Even the first stage is beyond current capability
Early human exploration could be as described in “The Martian”:

A series of multi-person, lengthening visits and returns.

The necessary equipment would all be sent to chosen

landing sites well in advance of arriving astronauts.

This would include the ascent vehicle, fuel manufacturing station,

habitat, pressurized rovers, solar panels, and food).

Source: ArtStation.com

Also needed: a (reusable)

Earth-Mars orbit-orbit transfer

vehicle, most likely using an

ion-drive system.

Other than solar panels on robotic lander/rovers, none of these

have been built or used on another planet
Red: Concept stage only (no demonstrated capability)

Orange: prototypes exist on Earth or elsewhere



Long-term occupancy introduces many more 

technological (and sociological) problems
Habitat/Shelter: Surface exposed to radiation. Solution: cover

domes or live underground (lava tubes?)

Power: Solar panels not adequate during months-long dust

storms. Solution: Nuclear power as backup or primary system.

Water: ISS recovery only ~ 70% effective: Solution: locate and

extract water from near-surface ice on Mars.

Air: Transport from Earth not practical. Solution: Extract O2 from

soil, CO2 atmosphere, H2O water/ice (if abundant enough).

Employ photosynthesis in conjunction with growing food.

Food: Resupply from Earth not likely adequate, reliable. Solution:

grow food in greenhouses/hydroponic domes.

Physiological Changes: Long term low gravity may make return

to Earth impractical. Solution: plan to stay.

Psychological Problems: Isolation/small numbers/dependence

on Earth can cause depression, other problems. Solution: Grow

the community to full independent capability.



Example: Designing Mars Habitats
Habitats should provide a safe, secure place to live and work 

Main job: keep (warm) air in, (deadly) radiation out

“Bubble base” inflated in a small crater and  

covered with soil for radiation protection.

Or pile up Mars dirt over the 

inflated shell in a crater
Habitats must provide for

Protection from the environment

Space to eat, work, sleep, play

Air and thermal management

Water and sanitation control

Power to run the above

Food storage and preparation

Equipment testing and repair

Places for privacy and parties

Medical and other emergencies

One way to keep out radiation: build underground
(But this probably requires Musk’s Boring Company)

Eleven Magazine

Redworks Mars 

Habitat
Amino Apps

“Cliff-side Condominiums” 

will probably not work…

High Rent 

District

Elon

Musk

Estates

… at least in the near term



Top 5 teams shared $100,000 in the 3D-Printed Habitat Centennial Challenge competition. Winners created digital

representations of physical/functional characteristics of a Mars house using software from which 3D printing could be done.

5th4th3rd2nd1st

:http://www.nasa.gov/3DPHab

Winners of NASA’s 3-D Printed Habitat Challenge Design Competition.

(165 entries judged on architectural concept, design approach, habitability,

innovation, functionality, Mars site selection and 3-D print constructability).

3rd1st

2nd

NASA Also Now Funds

“Challenges” in the design

of future Mars Habitats –

Emphasizing 3D Printing

NASA/Langley Ice Home

Credit: NASA/Clouds AO/SEArch

Cutaway view of the NASA 

Ice Home

An inflatable shell filled with water that freezes becomes an “igloo habitat” 

that provides radiation protection and an emergency water reserve. 

Habitat Design by NASA and as Funded by NASA
A water layer is effective 

at blocking radiation

This has also been suggested as 

a way to mitigate radiation 

exposure during spaceflight 

between the planets

If enough accessible water is 

available, it can also be used

to make rocket fuel (coming up)

http://www.nasa.gov/3DPHab


Go Underground: Inhabit a Lava Tube
Mars has volcanoes like those on Earth

Lava tubes associated with those volcanoes could provide a

natural underground shelter from radiation Undara (Australia) lava tubeLava tube in Flagstaff, Arizona

Lava tubes are caves formed by

flowing lava that creates a channel.

When the flow stops and the rock

cools, a long tunnel is left behind.

Lava Beds National Monument California

Advantages of Lava Tubes

Protection from damaging radiation

Constant temperature: temperature range on Mars

surface 20°C to -150°C, very challenging for thermal

engineers. Lava tubes, like most caves, provide a

constant temperature.

Dust protection: serious surface problem on Mars.

Scientific activities: caves are excellent records of

past environmental conditions. Therefore they are a

target area for scientific research.

Presence of alien life: lava tubes may be interesting

locations to find alien life or evidence of alien life.

Possible Mars lava tube entrances 

imaged by HiRISE on MRO

Hole diameters: 35m (left), 150m (right)

Credit: NASA



Making Rocket Fuel and Oxygen on Mars
Before humans can go to Mars and return, or live there, we need to 

demonstrate that rocket propellant and consumable oxygen

can be extracted from the Martian environment

Water (H2O) plus carbon dioxide (CO2) yields methane (CH4)  

[rocket fuel] and molecular oxygen (O2) [oxidizer]CO2 + 2H20              CH4 + 2O2

The above produces oxygen (O2) which can be liquified for rocket fuel, or used directly for breathing in 

habitat air. Oxygen can be also produced by breaking down CO2 electrochemically CO2 CO  + O)

NASA’s Mars 2020 Rover has a technology

demonstration called MOXIE (Mars Oxygen

In Situ Experiment) to test this direct

production from the Mars atmosphere.

MOXIE is about the size of a car battery.

Future production for human use will require

systems ~ 100x larger.
Location of the MOXIE

Fly the first helicopter on Mars to 

“demonstrate the viability and 

potential of heavier-than-air 

vehicles on the Red Planet.”

Helicopter (1:22)  https://youtu.be/oOMQOqKRWjU

A second 

technology 

demonstration

on Mars 2020 

https://youtu.be/oOMQOqKRWjU


Simulating Mars-Base Group Living on Earth
(can humans survive and eventually thrive cooped up in crowded places?)

6 people recently spent 1 yr in a 1200 sq ft geodesic dome on a Hawaiian volcano to simulate living on Mars as part of the

4th (and so far longest) Space Exploration Analog and Simulation, or HI-SEAS. Shorter “missions” had been done previously.

The HI-SEAS goal: test how groups handled being together in small places for long periods of time, as they would be on

Mars. External communications were delayed by 20 minutes and crew only went outside in spacesuits to conduct realistic

scientific studies in the analog Mars terrain. See: https://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/entertainment/preparing-for-life-on-mars

Simulated living and working at the Mars Dessert Research 

Station, Utah (Sponsored by the Mars Society)

Mars-base simulation facilities now exist in many Mars-like parts of the world

D-Mars habitat (Israel). (Photo: Dr. Niamh Shaw)

Chinese Mars Base 

(Gobi Dessert)

“Missions” at these facilities 

provide important data

on group dynamics

and prototype testing

of new equipment under

quasi-martian conditions

But participants know 

they do have an end-

time when they will 

return to their normal 

lives, and that 

emergency help

is nearby

Flashline Mars Artic 

Research Station (Devon 

Island, Canadian Arctic)

http://hi-seas.org/
https://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/entertainment/preparing-for-life-on-mars


Any Chance for Open-Air Living on Mars?
Is There a Longer-Term Solution to the Environmental Problem?

Sure: we just “Terra-form” Mars (make it like Earth)

Can we really do this?

The Terraforming Scenario
(It’s really very simple…)

Free all Mars’ CO2 to build up the atmosphere.

Greenhouse Effect increases, planet slowly

warms, H20 ice becomes liquid.

Planting green growing things slowly converts

(through photosynthesis) the CO2 atmosphere

into one that contains O2

With enough O2 in the atmosphere, ozone (O3)

will form to block the UV

Eventually we can give up the spacesuit for a

shirt-sleeve environment

Source: Wikimedia

Source: Wikimedia



Can We Really Terraform Mars?

There are very, very serious problems

It’s very, very expensive and takes a very, very long time

Optimistic estimates: $2-4 Trillion and 100-500 yrs

Planetary Society: 10,000 yrs for trees, liquid water, going outside with an

oxygen mask. Breathable atmosphere takes 100,000 yrs.

Required technologies don’t yet exist, likely won’t for centuries

even for the first step (freeing the CO2, warming the planet)

Mars no longer has enough CO2 to make it work

Credit: Steve Jurvetson/Flickr

Mars will never look like this 

again (if it ever did)

Credit: NASA/Clouds AO/SEArch

Protection from a very harsh Mars 

environment will always be needed

Credit: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Previous work greatly over-

estimated the CO2 available

on Mars to increase its

atmospheric Greenhouse.

A 2018 Nature Astronomy

paper re-evaluated all likely

CO2 sources and found

Mars now has only 7% the

amount needed.
All sources would only triple the current

martian atmosphere, providing about

1/50 what is needed

https://gizmodo.com/that-ancient-martian-ocean-it-might-have-been-frozen-1712866060


Living on Mars?  We can probably do this.

A few decades later we will likely

have the capability for a permanent

human presence on Mars

Source: ArcadiaStreet

Source: Space.com

Source: BBC.com

Source: Tech Gen Mag

Source: Daily Express

Within the next few decades we

will have the technical capability to

send humans to Mars to briefly

explore and then return to Earth.

Source: BBC News

Source: ArcadiaStreet

Source: NASA

Source: NASA

and

later

But should we?

Not right now, not soon, but someday



What about the impact on Mars?

Putting humans on Mars,

especially for the long term, will likely

cause irreversible changes to Mars’ environment

(and also to any life that might exist there)

As the dominant species, and

especially as a technical civilization,

we have not been very good stewards

of our own planet’s environment,

its life, and its future



On Earth we’ve created environmental and ecological disasters,

fouled the air, ruined the land, poisoned the water,



…. and made it 

look like this.

… and

land that looks 

like this….

…. turned it

into this.

We’ve taken land 

that once looked 

like this….



We’ve not been good stewards on our own planet.
Should we believe that when we go to Mars…

…we won’t 

ever

and this….

…into this?

…into this,

turn this…

Does

human nature

really change just

because we

relocate?



In addition to being messy, we are also full of germs,

which we all too often indiscriminately share

AH-CHOO!!!!!!

Germs thrive in stable, closed, 

human environments (like ISS)

There Are Bacteria and Fungi All

Over the Space Station, and Now We

Know What They Are
Reported by Space.com (April 15, 2019)

Microbes found on ISS are associated with humans:

Staphylococcus, Pantoea and Bacillus. Some come from specific

parts of human anatomy, such as Staphylococcus aureus (10%),

usually found in human nasal passages and skin. Enterobacter,

commonly found in the human intestinal tract, was also found.

https://www.space.com/microbes-fungi-space-station-identified.htm l

Source:

Business Insider

Staphylococcus

Klebsiella
Enterococcus

Escherichia

Haemophilus

Streptococcus

s

Neisseria

Bacteroides

Clostridium

Mycobacterium

PseudomonasSpirochaeta

Mycoplasma

https://www.businessinsider.com/microbio

me-human-bacteria-gut-intestine-mouth-

skin-2015-11#genus-spirochaeta-12

These 13 kinds 

of bacteria live 

inside humans

But all of which will when we go there

Humans host a wide range and large 

numbers of bacteria (and viruses) none

of which currently likely live on Mars

Planetary Protection Protocols require 

sterilization of Mars-bound spacecraft

Not an option for humans!

The > 1 trillion live bacteria in each 

human will be with them on Mars

Do we risk contaminating the planet with 

Earth life that might survive, compete 

with, and even possibly eliminate

any existing Mars life? 

https://www.space.com/microbes-fungi-space-station-identified.htm
https://www.businessinsider.com/microbiome-human-bacteria-gut-intestine-mouth-skin-2015-11#genus-spirochaeta-12


But the Red Planet is a Dead Planet, Right?
There is no (evidence of) life on Mars

So we can’t kill it off

Not so fast
Early Mars was much more habitable than today, and it

had the conditions that could have supported life

Earliest Mars was like earliest Earth, where pre-biotic

chemistry led to the origin of life. That could have happened on Mars.

If life ever did exist on Mars (before the Catastrophic Climate Change),

could it still exist today, perhaps in some protected environment?

Ancient Ocean?

Is Mars sterile? We just don’t know.
(and recent research suggests it may not be)

“No definitive evidence of life on Mars”, but

“Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.”



Scenarios for Life on Mars
Built around the Catastrophic Climate Change (CCC) on Mars

Life on Mars (2:00)
https://youtu.be/NG6Wwq2jfgc

Ultra-pessimistic: Life never arose on Mars, even during the warm and wet time 

(If true, need to understand why)

Mars always sterile. No evidence of life will ever be found

Pessimistic: Primitive life arose but was wiped out by CCC
Mars sterile now but might find evidence of past early primitive life (if it was preserved)

Optimistic-Pessimistic: Primitive life arose, quickly evolved, and colonized both 

land and water before CCC wiped it out
Mars sterile now but might find widespread evidence of early and evolved primitive life

Optimistic: Primitive life arose, found a way to survive the CCC in protected (and 

still suitable) environments, and continues to exist in those environments today
Mars not sterile: might find evidence of past life and existing primitive life

Ultra-optimistic: Surviving life evolved, diversified, colonized new (both protected, 

maybe less protected) environments, and continues to thrive today
Mars not sterile: Might find an existing viable and varied ecology 

https://youtu.be/NG6Wwq2jfgc
https://youtu.be/NG6Wwq2jfgc


Earth’s “deep (dark) biosphere”: possible analog for how 

Mars life could survive Catastrophic Climate Change?

Life cannot exist at the surface of Mars today, but could survive in a “deep 

biosphere” like that which exists kilometers below Earth’s, and in which

All divisions of Earth life (Archaea, Bacteria, Eukarya) exist

70% of Archaea and Bacteria may be in this biosphere

(Most life in the deep biosphere yet been characterized)

Blind or adapted surface life actually thrive in the dark

Finding non-photosynthesis way to extract energy

Some lifeforms there may live millions or billions of years

Little change in environment to drive evolution

Estimated volume of the deep biosphere ~ 2x that of all oceans

Deep biosphere diversity may be comparable to that above it

Cyanobacteria were found 

living in a deep biosphere

Australian Outback 

Subsurface crustacean

A cold, dark 1 km deep 
cave centipede

Anerobic fungi, a Eukaryote, 

found 740 m below surface

Methane-

producing 

bacterium 

from 2 km 

below

Pacific 

Ocean floor

Unidentified nematoad

from 1.4 km depth



How Mars Life Could Have Survived the Planet’s 

Catastrophic Climate Change (CCC)
(A more than plausible scenario)

When they first form, Earth and Mars have similar

atmospheric and surface conditions. Pre-biotic

chemistry begins early on Mars, as it did on Earth.

Life arises early on both planets, in the form of simple

one-cell Prokaryotic-type bacteria and archaea.

As on Earth, these occupy available environments,

including the Mars “dark and deep biosphere” below

the surface as well as the surface. Over the next few

hundred million years, the simple Prokaryotes evolve.

Then the magnetic field goes away



How Mars Life Could Have Survived the Planet’s 

Catastrophic Climate Change (CCC)
(A more than plausible scenario)

Mars’ magnetic field dies (relatively quickly

in geologic terms), exposing the once much

thicker atmosphere to solar wind erosion.

If Mars ever had an early deep biosphere,

that life might still be there today.

Atmosphere is s-l-o-w-l-y lost, over billions of

years, gradually reducing surface pressure and

greenhouse effect. Mars slowly turns from warm

and wet to very cold and dry. Surface water

freezes on the surface or into the ground

Deep biosphere life is not much affected by this slow surface change

Even some surface life might evolve over the long atmosphere loss time to survive 

further below the surface, not much affected by the change above



We don’t yet have an answer to the question

Is (or was) there life on Mars?
Some ideas can probably be eliminated

Others (the simple ones) are worth more consideration

And because we are not yet sure,

we should be cautious

No ancient civilizations No canal builders No fossilized  forests Not the methane source



Art: Ron Miller

Poetry: Herb Frey

To walk on Mars was once my dream,
Though likely now that doesn’t seem.

For if the truth be really told,
The years have passed, and I’ve grown old.

The trip out there – no easy thing.
The cosmic rays can really sting.

And zero-G is not much fun
When 6 month journey’s nearly done.

I know that someday we will go,
But now I think we should be slow

To put our boots in rust-red dirt
If something living we might hurt.

It’s true that Mars is cold and dry.
That doesn’t mean we should not try,

Before the human horde arrives,
To know if something there survives.

Going to Mars



Living on Mars – or even just going there - will

be difficult, very expensive, and very, very risky

Source: HumanMars.net

It could, and likely will, cost human (maybe martian) life

Until we know for sure whether or not 

indigenous life survives on Mars,

we should use the decades it will take 

to get there to answer that question to 

the very best of our scientific ability,

and then make it central to

our decision about

Should we?



Thank you!

Happy to answer questions

or hear comments




